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The SHIELD software model performs two distinct functions: first, it provides a ca-
pability to assess the through-mission survivability of an unmanned spacecraft against
debris impact; and second, it provides a means to optimise the debris protection strat-
egy of an unmanned spacecraft. In this paper we illustrate the second of these two
functions by applying SHIELD to the protection optimisation of a ‘realistic’ satellite.
The satellite chosen for this purpose is MetOp. MetOp is a meteorological satellite
that will be launched into low Earth orbit in 2005. It will operate in an 800 - 850 km
altitude, 98.7˚ inclination orbit. The satellite is 3-axis stabilised and has a total mass
of ∼4.2 tonnes. Its size, attitude orientation, and operation in a relatively high debris
density region make it an attractive candidate for assessment.
We start with the baseline MetOp design as defined in the paper entitled “Debris Sur-
vivability Assessment of a Realistic Unmanned Spacecraft using SHIELD”, which is
a companion to this paper. MetOp comprises a Payload Module (PLM) and a Ser-
vice Module (SVM). In the study we focus on the SVM as this contains all of the
usual subsystem support functions that one finds on a typical satellite. To optimise
the SVM protection strategy, three distinct study cases can be considered. First, vary-
ing the properties of the SVM external aluminium honeycomb sandwich panels; sec-
ond, varying the arrangement of equipment (including harnesses) inside the SVM; or
third varying both the SVM panels and the equipment configuration. In SHIELD, the
baseline SVM is modified so that some of the previously fixed parameters are now
reassigned as variables. For example, the sandwich panel face-sheets are modified to
vary in thickness between 0.4 mm and 1.4 mm. Similarly, equipment units are each
assigned varying levels of freedom with respect to their position and orientation inside
the SVM.
With the variables defined, the protection optimisation process can begin. SHIELD
employs a genetic algorithm (GA) to generate a series of populations of competing
design solutions, such that the final population should contain the global optimum.
Each competing design solution has a unique combination of values for its variables.
To distinguish between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ solutions, and hence guide the GA towards
the optimum, a ‘survivability metric’ is employed. This is an objective function that
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evaluates the probability of failure of a design and combines it with the cost of the
design. The metric also permits the inclusion of terms that allow for various ‘real-
world’ engineering constraints to be considered, such as the retention of mass balance,
thermal balance, and radiation protection.
In the paper, the results of the three study cases will be presented. It is shown that the
baseline SVM protection design can be improved by considering a combined strategy
of SVM panel enhancement and equipment rearrangement.
This study has been performed as part of an ESA contract (no. 17552/03/NL/MRP)
entitled “Genetic Algorithms for Optimisation of Spacecraft Equipment Location for
Protection against Space Debris and Meteoroids”.
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